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is making a place for itself by the intrinsic value and but intervening between A and G a condensing lens is 
uniqueness of its information. The chemist could set up. Its office is to gather a multitude of rays and 
tell us, no doubt, that a given specimen of steel con- focus them at G. This condensing lens may be seen 
tained just so much iron, so much carbon, so much in the half-tone engravings as a separate piece of ap
silicon, and so on to the last minute impurity. The paratus, off to the right. The light next falls upon the 
mechanical tester could inform us as to its capability lens H, whence it passes through the diaphragm F. 
of withstanding compression, of its resistance to ten- The prism B now receives the light, and totany re
sion, of its degree of hardness, and so 'on. Now if our flects it through the microscope upon the specimen. 
piece of steel were an absolutely homogeneous, non- Thence it ,-is refiected back through the microscope to 
crystalline substance, the metallographist would prob- the prism ,D, whence it is totally refiected into tlie 
ably have nothing to add. But steel and many other object glass of the camera. 
metals have a definite structure. In fact, the micro- One of the engravings shows a series of photomi
graphs show that it is a most complex substan�not crographs. 'These all relate to the same piece of steel, 
complex merely froin the fact that it containsq�ite a although themi�rograplls were made from different ' 
number of different substances, but 'because it is an "portions. One' par( of the whole specimen was over
aggregation of substances which differ from each_other' heated and then quenchec;L �s the piece was unequally 
in form and characteristics. In other words, steel is heated, the temperatures at quenching varied. These 
not a perfect chemical compound. Metallography" not have been estimated. ' This specimen was a pure car
only informs us of this fact, but instructs us, as to the bon, steel of 1.65 per cent carbon. Notice the size of 
form of the structure. 

' , 
the grains in the last of the series. That these changes 

It is found, particularly with steels, that the struc- .in appearance correspond to variations in  phYSical 
ture varies with the heat treatment to which the properties will � understood from' the fact that the' 
specimen may have been subjected, with ,its chemical hardnesS. numbers corresponding to the portion repre
constitution, and with the mechanical operations-which sentec:f by fhe -micrographs' varied from 105 for the 
it has undergone. Thus, the percentage of carbon in- first down to 70 f�r'the l�st. The tests for hardness 
fiuences the structure. A great variety o'L struc!Ural' were performed by the scleroscope-the hardness-test
changes is brought about by heating, chilling, over- big instrument described in the ScIENTIFIC AMEBIC�N 
heating, and the like. Cast steel, steel hot forged for August 29, 1908. It will be seen that metallog
under the hammer, and steel cold rolled, all differ in raphy affords a: precise method of determining what 
structure. The expert metallographist is able, in fact, has been the heat treatment of steel whose chemical 
to discern from his metallographs a good deal as to analysis is already known. 
what has happened to the steel under inspection. This brings us to another point. If the specimen 

Now it is not quite so easy a matter to make a mi- just described had been a steel of. flay, a different 
crograph as it is to make a macrograph. It is neces
sary to prepare the specimen for microscopic inspec
tion; and it must be fiat and highly polished as a pre
liminary to the final processes. 

There are four methods of preparing the test piece: 
(1) it may be etched with acids and the like; (2) it 
may be polished in bas relief; (3) it may be polished 
by "polish attack"; or (4) it may be tinted by heating. 

To etch the surface, nitric acid, iodine, or picric 
acid may be used. The object is to affect differently 
the different substances making up the complex struc
ture exposed by'the fracture, with a view of creating 
different· optical conditions, so that when exposed to a 
strong light 'the etched -surface will disclose in the 
microphotograph light, and dark effects corresponding 
to the structure. Ordinarily, the surface should be 
carefully.polished before etching. 

Polishlng in bas relief depends for its success upon 
differences in 'hardness of the different parts of the 
complex. , Upon treating the specimen to a series of 
po1ishing operations-proceeding from a rough polish
ing' with files to tl).a{'obtainable with emery papers and 
rouge-it is ,possible to produce a surface free even 
from microscopic scratches, which will yet be unequally 
worn, in detail although fiat as a whole. 'This is con
Sidered' a very fine method-especially applicable to 
certai.n cases. Thus, Prof. Stoughton points out that 
thIs - methQd is particularly advantageous in differen
tIating the graphite in pig iron, as it does not pro
duce the discolorations to which an acid etching might 
give rise. In preparing his own specimens, he per
forms all the polishing operations, except that with 
the rouge, by hand. There are, however, one or more 
varieties of apparatus for accomplishing this by me
chanical means. 

The method of preparation called "polish attack," as 
used by F. Osmond, of Paris, consists in performing 
polishing operations by means of parchment which 
has been treated with a little ammonium nitrate in 
solution. This method is a finishing operation, and 
is performed after coarser means of pOlisbing have 
been used. 

The process of tinting by heat depends upon tll-e fact 
that upon application of warmth the different 'con
stituents of the polished surface will oxidize differently, 
thus producing differentiating effects discernible by the 
photographic plate. 

F. Osmond, of Paris, is one of the leading metallog
raphers. He recommends the applicati'on of a series of 
finishing operations. Thus, after the preliminary pre
paration of the specimen, it may be, treated to polish
ing in the bas relief,then to "polish 'attack,"and final-" 
ly to the action of chemicals. Photomicrographs may 
be made after each stage. 

However, whatever process or combination ,of pro
cesses is employed, the problem of preserving l!- record 
is solved by the use of a magnifying apparatus in 
combination with a photographic camera. In the line 
cut we have a diagrammatic representation of the 
method of Le Chatelier., The microscope is at O. The 
specimen may be seen almost in contact with the 
outer-or object--glass of the microscope. The great 
difficulty in this application of photography is the il
lumination of the object. In micrography the speci
mens are seldom, if ever, transparent, so that the light 
must fall upon them on the same side as that which 
is presented to the object glass of the microscope. In 
the Le Chatelier process of microphotography, an arti
ficial light is set up at A. There is a diaph�agm at G, 
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percentage of carbon, it would have disclosed a varia� 
tion in its structure, but this line of variation _ would 
have corresponded to its own composition. We could 
not say merely from Observation of the size of the 
grains to what heat the steel had been heated. It is 
necessary to know its chemical constitution in addi
tion. 

It seems to have been pretty wel� ascertained that 
the finest grain of pure carbon steels , is developed at 
about the temperature or' 1,300 deg. F., As this tem� 
perature is exceeded the size of the grain contin�ally 
increases, and apparently with, great regularity. If the ',' 
steel has, been overheated, and has consequently de
Veloped,ra: large grain, this serious fault may usually be 
corrected by COOling below the temperature just men
tioned imd then reheating to some point above it. 
When the, heat of 1,300 deg. F. is just reached, the 
fine grain begins to form. If the steel has a carbon 

, percentage of precisely 0,9, a few degrees in excess will 
be sufficient ordinarily, to cure the large-grained struc
ture. But if the carbon is much below 0,9, then the 
heating will have to go c(;msiderably beyond, 0.4 car. 
bon requiring a temperature of about 1,470 deg. F. If 
th� carbon percentage is quite low it may be neces
sary to heat to 1,600 deg. F. or somewhat ba
yond. The reason for heating beyond 1,300 deg. 
F. is that steels having .less than 0.9 carbon are 
composite in their structure, alld ,heating to 1,300 deg. 
F. does not uniformly affect the whole mass. The old 
grain size (developed by the overheating) tends to 
perSist. If the steel has more than 0.9 carbon, the 
neceSSity for heating above about 1,3QO deg. F. to effect 
restoration is not presSing-the imperfection from 
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want of uniformity being but Slight. It is evident 
that the new science of metallography is eminently 
adapted for investigation into this whole matter of 
size of grain. 

It may, however, be gathered from the foregoing
that no method of investigation-whether chemical, 
metallographic, or mechanical-stands absolutely alone. 
To have full and definite information, it is necessary 
to have the co-operation of all. And even then, we 
may fall short of having a complete statement; for 

,none of these practical sciences is to be regarded as 
having reached its final stage. Science is ever going 
on to a higher goal. 

.f ... 

SO][E COKKERCIAL USES O.F THE GLASS-SPONGES. 

BY L. LODIAN. 

The glass-sponges of the Oriental tropical seas were 
first described among spongire as a curiosity about a 
century ago; but their commercial uses - in the far 
East are unknown to the Western world even to this 
day. 

What asbestos, is to us, the glass-sponge debris is 
to the Asiatic. In fact, asbestos is not found in the 
far East, if we except the poor short-fiber mineral 
mined on the Asiatic versant of the Ural range-many 
thousands of miles distant from the habitat of its 
marine competitors, the uplektela, or glass-sponges. 

These odd glass-silk sponges grow in the warm 
tropical seas of the Pacific like ordinary sponges, 
from the Fujiyama region to the Indian Ocean. Speci
mens have even been fished up in our own Antilles. 
The Japanese call them mineral-silk sponges; and 
some are a inere bunch of cords like a skein of twine, 
with none of the exquisite, complex, snow-white, built
up lacework of the cornucopia-shaped glass-sponge. 
However, they are all allied to the homely sponge 
which is used in our bath,tubs. But with what widely
variant, different uses! The far-eastern article is 
raked up for its fiber and debris, the ,latter forming 
a heat-insulator for steam pipes. In recent years it 
has been used with even better results in cold-stor
age insulation, and is considered as effiCient as mag
nesia or asbestos. It is of course cheaper. The sepa
rated fiber is woven into chemical filter-cloths, which 
would be destroyed if made of animal or vegetable 
fibers; into fireproof candle-shades; and even into 
delicate fireproof chintz curtains, of a dazzling, glossy 
white. 

Whether the fiber can be used. in the manufacture 
of gas-mantles, is a matter to be determined by ex
periment. The idea apparently has never been car
ried out. 

Specimens ,of the 'glass-sponges which escape break
age, and are seCured intact from, the sea, are occa
sionally sold to tourists, or woven in .the hair as fan
tastic ornaments by the natives. The sponges cling 
so readily to fabrics, that sometimes they are merely 
laid on the breast as decorations. Thus they have a 
Singular habit of clinging to clothing, and may be 
carried around for hours without any attachment 
C?ther than their own natural fastening. Should they 
faIl.on a stone fioor, they would suffer no injury; yet 
if stepped on, they would be crushed to destruction
leaving, however, the long fiber fairly intact. 

Same of the glass-sponges reach an extreme length 
of nearly forty inches and a diameter of four inches. 
Broken and trimmed-up pieces of the big growths are 
used as lamp-globes and' shades; and whole plants 
have been used in some of the city homes of the na
tives for receiving two or three bulb-lights. A very 
charming e·ffect is the result. 

They are easily cleaned by simply holding them 
under the faucet of rUnning water. 

The specimen of the glass-sponge here illustrated 
was originally enveloped (as an ear of Indian corn 
is enveloped by its husks) in silky fibers, a tuft of 
which remains at the base. These glossy and almost 
indestructible fibers are prized too much by the Ori
entals to be allowed to remain. Moreover, they would 
completely obscure the marvelous serrated corruga
tions, .like little fiounces with delicate frilled edges, 
terminating the upper part of the sponge, as here 
illustrated. . The fibers are especially valued for spin
ning and weaving (mingled with the yet longer fibers 
of the twine-sponges-also pure silica) into the beau
tiful Silk-gauze zepl1yr-cloths of Chinese inland com
merce. 

... ' . 
Gel"Dlan Picture Post Card Industry. 

Consul-General T. St. John Gaffney, of Dresden, 
states that the exportation of German picture post 
cards has recently diminished considerably. The for
eign demand is, however, still great, amounting to 
about 500,900,000 since' the beginning of the year, to 
July 1. Compared with the previous year, this shows 
a diminution of 150,000,000. The United States is said 
to' be Germany's best customer, followed by England. 
Asia and Australia are also good patrons of this form 
(If art industry. 

••• • 

Safe fiywheel diameter in feet equals 6,000 -+- (3.1416 
X revolutions per minute). 
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